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HM820-867
Revolutionary concept for sewing design seams

Intuitive technology
The HM820-867 is a machine for
sewing design seams in automotive
and home upholstery. The twin-needle
model is standard but of course you
can remove one needle and extend
the range of design stitches. The
standard model is delivered with needle
distances set at 4 mm, 6 mm or 8 mm.

Utilising the latest user-friendly
technology, the HM820-867 is capable
of creating a wide range of decorative
stitching. You can simply select an
appropriate design seam on the
intuitive touch screen panel. Or you can
compose your own stitch from scratch
by combining features such as needle
swap, reverse transport or stand, and
optional second-stitch length.

Outstanding design
The sturdy design maintains all the
aspects of the proven Dürkopp Adler
transport mechanism, which is renowned
for delivering outstanding performance.
Dedicated high speed electronics ensure
safe and reliable operation. Both needle
and transport control are fully adaptive
for speed and you can cross seams
at up to 800 stitches per minute. The
HM820-867 flat-bed is also available as
a post-bed model. For more information,
please contact:

Habraken Machines BV Dick Flemmingstraat 15 5161 CA Sprang-Capelle The Netherlands
Tel. +31 (0)416 276 919 Fax +31 (0)416 279 245
Habraken Machines Belgium NV Zijpstraat 236 B-1851 Humbeek Belgium Tel. +32 24 264690 Fax +32 24 253059
info@habraken-machines.com www.habraken-machines.com

Drukfouten en constructiewijzigingen voorbehouden · 05/2009

Industrial sewing takes a
giant step forward with
the HM820-867 and its
revolutionary rotating
needle bar. The HM820-867
combines all the benefits
of the M-type flat-bed triple
transport machine with
state-of-the-art technology
by Habraken Machines.
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HM820-868
Revolutionary Concept For Sewing Design Seams

Intuitive technology
The HM820-868 is a machine for
sewing small leather goods and home
upholstery. The twin-needle model is
standard but of course you can remove
one needle and extend the range of
design stitches. The standard model is
delivered with needle distances set at
4 mm, 6 mm or 8 mm.

Utilising the latest user-friendly
technology, the HM820-867 is capable
of creating a wide range of decorative
stitching. You can simply select an
appropriate design seam on the
intuitive touch screen panel. Or you can
compose your own stitch from scratch
by combining features such as the
needle swap, reverse transport or stand,
and optional second-stitch length.

Outstanding design
The sturdy design maintains all the
aspects of the proven Dürkopp Adler
transport mechanism, which is renowned
for delivering outstanding performance.
Dedicated high speed electronics ensure
safe and reliable operation. Both needle
and transport control are fully adaptive
for speed and you can cross seams
at up to 800 stitches per minute. The
HM820-868 post-bed is also available as
a flat-bed model. For more information,
please contact:

Habraken Machines BV Dick Flemmingstraat 15 5161 CA Sprang-Capelle The Netherlands
Tel. +31 (0)416 276 919 Fax +31 (0)416 279 245
Habraken Machines Belgium NV Zijpstraat 236 B-1851 Humbeek Belgium Tel. +32 24 264690 Fax +32 24 253059
info@habraken-machines.com www.habraken-machines.com
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